Sunrise Performing Arts Centre of Excellence
‘‘Where relationships and magic begin!’’
“Performing &
Visual Arts,
whether you are
singing, dancing,
or acting, 2 or 92
there is something
for everyone.

Rural-based, dedicated to providing performing arts
opportunities of the highest standard.

Dance, Theatre, Performing Arts Programs
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It’s not just about learning to dance or act or sing,
the SPACE is a place for self-discovery. It’s a place
where young people learn to turn dreams into
attainable goals; a place where feelings and energy
within oneself can be expressed through movement and voice and other performing arts. Supporting the SPACE shows that you invest back into
the rural community. It shows that you value the
lifelong impact that participating in performings
arts has on people of all ages.

Educational
charities open
doorways to
greater knowledge
and exposure,
enhancing lives
whether it be a
shortterm or
assisting a life
long path.

Established In 1992
The SPACE is a
Registered Educational
Charity.
#865734107R0001
The SPACE Inc.
sunriseperformingarts.ca
@thespaceperformingarts
(204) 444-3567

573 Main St Box 285
Oakbank, MB R0E 1J0
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Sunrise Performing Arts Centre, the SPACE is actively
engaged in establishing sponsorships and partnerships
within the business community.
Sponsorships and Partnerships align your
organization to a target specific parent market, while at
the same time enriching the community we live and serve.
The SPACE offers custom benefit packages, to maximize
your specific business goals and development objectives to
the view of the community.
- Sponsorships are an excellent
avenue to manage the branding and
spread of your information.
- Sponsorships provide favourable
public images of your company’s
goods and services.
- Sponsorships increase contact lists
and revenue streams.
- Provides unique opportunities to
small and medium sized companies.
- Not overshadowed by large firms.

For more information about a custom
sponsorship/partnership package for your company
with the SPACE, please contact

thespacesponsorships@gmail.com

